
Yorkhill & Kelvingrove Community Council

Cleansing Sub Report November 2019 to January 2020

We did not meet in November or December. Nothing reported to YKCC via email or other media. We have some 
objectives & questions on the Commercial bin rollout for GCC based on the survey.

Commercial Bins

4 commercial Bins were reported to enforcement, these are occupying parking spaces diagonally across from 
Dockyard Social on Haugh Road, the bins have been placed there for the last few weeks. As yet they still remain and 
the Liaison Officers will be contacted.

Domestic Waste

It was noted that only one bin uplift occurred in the Overnewton area during December, the only uplift being the 
13th December and finally uplifted on the 3rd January.  Back courts in Overnewton were overflowing with bags, this 
was reported to GCC, we got the following response. 

"Dear Councillor Aitken,

Thank you for your enquiry.

I can confirm that due to the 4 public holidays over the festive period the service is utilising additional resources to 
catch back all waste streams prior to the 17th January 2020.

These planned works are progressing well although it is usual for residents to assume that collections shall take place 
as calendared particularly within flatted properties.

However, this is clearly not the case and collections shall run slightly in delay until the targeted catch back date above 
which does mean that the online calendar shall be out of sync temporarily. 

During this time there can be up to 3 times the regular waste and recycling within the bin storage areas, this often 
results in bagged waste being placed in or around the refuse containment area and this is normal for this time of year.

I do of course appreciate residents patience and cooperation as we work through our festive plan for 2019/2020 which 
I do assure you is being reviewed daily and appears to be progressing as anticipated.  I trust you shall appreciate that 
it is not prudent to react to individual enquiries or complaints this early in the catch back operation as this shall be 
detrimental to the overall plan albeit that we shall endeavour to clear all waste streams as soon as possible prioritising 
chute fed and High rise developments where there may be health and safety of fire safety concerns."

                       



I have since spoken to Eddie Scanlon and he is going to investigate why we only got the one uplift during December. 
He also assured me that services would be returning to normal after the 17th January. As regards food waste, there 
have been a number of contaminated bins, once these have been cleared food waste collections will return to 
normal. Eddie has also requested that I contact him directly with any collection issues.

“...17th January where across the city we aim to have all waste streams up to date as all collections are running in 
delay due to the public holidays where we have no staff working and there is 3 times the waste within the sets.  I do 
assure you that the improvements you seen following the inception of the rerouting process shall continue after 
Friday.

I do concede that the food waste collections have been poor to say the least but we are working to remove 
continuously contaminated bins in order that we can concentrate our efforts in providing the service to those who are 
using it properly.  However, this waste stream should also be brought back to schedule by Friday although it is the 
furthest in delay.”

The calendar for domestic bin uplifts for this area has now been published on the GCC website 
https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/article/16567/Collection‐Days just enter your postcode. This is not definitive and could 
be subject to delays.

Fly Tipping

This is still an issue, fly tipping at Lumsden Lane was reported to GCC using the MyGlasgow app on the 4th and 
uplifted the next day, the call was closed on the 6th, I am not sure if this was a superfast response or otherwise. 

We have also had a report that the recycling point at Bunhouse Road is a mess and the shrubbery and immediate 
area requires a cleanup, this is also a well‐known fly tipping area. As this is just at the side of the Kelvin Hall it does 
not look good to visitors to the area, it actually bolsters the point that Glasgow is a dirty city.

Neil McPherson, Jan 20


